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The Organization
Situated in the traditional territories of the Lekwungen (Songhees and Xwsepsum Nations), the Royal BC 
Museum and Archives (Royal BC Museum) holds a special place in the hearts and minds of British Columbians, 
Canadians and international visitors alike.

Royal BC Museum’s collections, research and presentations enable visitors to take in the stories of British 
Columbia in ways that enlighten, stimulate and inspire. By exploring British Columbia’s complex social and 
environmental histories and geographies, Royal BC Museum advances new knowledge and understanding of 
the province and provides a dynamic forum for discussion and reflection.

With a mandate to both protect and share its current and growing collections of British Columbia’s natural 
and human history, the organization is committed to acting on the Truth and Reconciliation Commission 
(TRC) Calls to Action, the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) and 
British Columbia’s corresponding legislation, the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples Act (DRIPA). 
Furthermore, Royal BC Museum continues to work towards decolonizing its policies and is committed to 
repatriating Indigenous belongings through its province-wide partnerships and strong relationships with 
Indigenous communities.

“The BC government has committed to modernizing the Royal BC Museum, which includes modernization 
of practice as well as infrastructure. This is a once-in-a-generation opportunity to better tell the stories of all 

communities in BC. Modernizing how we preserve our past will help build a better future for everyone.”
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The Organization (con’t)
As a Crown Corporation, the Royal BC Museum is accountable to the Minister of Tourism, Arts, Culture, and 
Sport and regularly engages with the Royal BC Museum community, a broad range of Partners, Clients and 
Stakeholders including:
• Federal, provincial and local governments
• Local, regional and international businesses
• BC tourism groups and services
• First Nations, Métis and Inuit communities and peoples in BC  
• Cultural communities or other traditional and self-selected communities of BC
• Local, national, and international museums and archives
• Research and academic communities
• Donors, sponsors and strategic partners
• Employees, volunteers and Board members
• The Friends of the BC Archives, and
• Citizens of BC and Canada, families and children, students and visitors  from all over the world

Learn more about the Royal BC Museum and Archives at: https://royalbcmuseum.bc.ca
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The Opportunity 
With an unprecedented opportunity to reimagine, renew and rebuild this iconic organization, the Royal BC 
Museum Board of Directors is seeking a new CEO who will bring a steady hand to lead the organization through 
significant change and repatriation initiatives.

Reimagine
The new CEO will inspire relationships, research and learning in a way that broadens understanding about British 
Columbia and ensures a sustainable future for the organization. By engaging with and understanding the Royal 
BC Museum community, staff and visitors from all parts of the world, the CEO will guide the work to reimagine 
and create a vision for Royal BC Museum’s long-term role in the cultural landscape of BC and beyond. With the 
added benefit of modern tools and technology, they will also enable transformational change and forge a path 
through a digital age that preserves archives and collections for current and future generations.

Renew
Bringing a fresh perspective to the many roles Royal BC Museum plays in BC’s educational and cultural scene, 
the new CEO will respectfully include the diverse perspective of all the different people(s) in British Columbia 
in its facilities, exhibits, events and programs. Knowing that the organization’s past is directly tied to colonial 
structures and perspectives, the new CEO will advance relationships and partnerships with equity-seeking 
groups to ensure their stories and lived experiences are shared in their own voices. 

Rebuild
The most pressing priorities for the CEO will be to focus on rebuilding for the future. This will include:
• Rebuilding the organizational culture and employee experience—fulfilling the Board’s commitment to equity, 

inclusion, diversity and belonging, the CEO will create and nurture a respectful, purposeful and engaging 
workplace.

• Reconnect and rebuild relationships with all communities to bring about more inclusive and culturally 
informed storytelling.

• Rebuilding Royal BC Museum’s infrastructure through large capital programs – leading  Royal BC Museum’s 
ongoing redevelopment programs that will not only change the face of the organization but will catapult 
Royal BC Museum to a place of recognition that rivals Canada’s most prominent cultural institutions.

• Working with the Board of Directors in the adoption of leading governance practices to ensure strong 
leadership and accountability throughout the organization.

• Attracting and stewarding financial contributions and donations to ensure Royal BC Museum has the resources 
needed to fulfill its promise of modernization and to secure its legacy for future generations – the CEO will 
bring a credible voice to the Royal BC Museum Foundation and all fundraising activities. They will actively lead 
throughout the annual campaign and will be instrumental in attracting major gifts; legacy gifts; foundation 
funds and grants.

Repatriate
Equally important to the preservation, protection and study of Royal BC Museum’s collections and archives is 
the need to respect the rights and histories of all Indigenous peoples. This includes fulfilling Royal BC Museum’s 
commitment to the TRC’s Calls to Action, UNDRIP, DRIPA and all repatriation initiatives related to Indigenous 
Collections. In 2019, Sdaahl K’awaas Lucy Bell and Lou-ann Neel from the Museum’s Indigenous Collections and 
Repatriation department, and Jisgang Nika Collison from the Haida Gwaii Museum at Kay Llnagaay released the 
Indigenous Repatriation Handbook (2019). The Handbook has been widely praised by communities, collectors 
and museums involved in repatriation initiatives and will be a guiding force for the CEO and the organization in 
caring for and returning cultural treasures to their rightful origins. 

https://royalbcmuseum.bc.ca/sites/default/files/indigenous_repatriation_handbook_rbcm_2019.pdf
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The Role
The CEO is appointed by and reports to the Board of Directors. The CEO, with the support and at the direction 
of the Board of Directors provides leadership, vision, strategic direction and models behaviour that reflects 
deep commitment to equity, inclusion, diversity and accessibility. The CEO develops strategies, tactics and 
business plans and governance practices that will assure adherence to government policy and legislation, 
especially DRIPA, while meeting the mission and mandate of the Museum. The CEO is also responsible for 
the corporate culture and – through a new governance structure that gives to that aspect the same Board 
attention given to the finances of the organization – this will be a key metric for the hiring, monitoring and 
assessment of the new CEO.

To understand the particular challenges of this role, candidates must be well versed in the commitments 
given by the Board to the people of British Columbia in a June 2021 report. Click here to view the full report.

Primary duties and responsibilities:
• Lead and manage the Corporation within parameters established by the Board of Directors and its 

committees.
• Work with the Board of Directors to establish and maintain leading practices in governance, with particular 

attention to the Crown corporation context and the Corporation’s mandate, including the objectives of the 
BC Declaration on the Rights of indigenous Peoples Act.

• Foster an organizational culture of equity, diversity, inclusion and access that is welcome, authentic and 
committed to excellence.

• Keep the Board of Directors fully informed of all significant cultural, operational, financial and other matters 
relevant to the Corporation.

• Review compensation plans for senior management with the Board of Directors including salary and 
incentive plans “to ensure they are aligned with the Corporation’s values and objectives, including diversity, 
equity, inclusion and accessibility”. 

https://royalbcmuseum.bc.ca/assets/RBCM_report_8070_FINAL_06.pdf
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The Role (con’t)
Primary duties and responsibilities (con’t):
• Ensure all operations and activities of the Corporation are conducted in accordance with laws, regulations, 

sound business practice and in accordance with the policies and practices approved by the Board of 
Directors.

• Develop and recommend to the Board of Directors strategic plans, including measurable goals and 
objectives, which ensure the Corporation’s overall success. This includes updating and making changes as 
required.

• Successfully develop the corresponding business, project, capital and operating plans. Review and report 
regularly to the Board of Directors on the overall progress and results against operating and financial 
objectives and initiate courses of action for improvement.

• Develop annual operating forecasts of revenue, expenditures, operational and cultural results, and financial 
performance.

• Authorize commitment of corporate resources. Enter into agreements, contracts, leases, etc. in the ordinary 
course of business, in order to pursue the approved strategies, business plans, and objectives of the 
Corporation.

• Identify the risks to the Corporation’s business and workplace culture, review these risks with the Board of 
Directors regularly and implement appropriate systems to mitigate these risks.

• Establish effective control and co-ordination mechanisms for all operations and activities. Ensure the 
integrity of the internal control and management systems.

• Ensure employee responsibilities and authorities are clearly established.
• Develop and maintain a sound, effective organization structure, and ensure capable management 

succession and employee coaching training and development programs are in place.
• Authorize the commitment of funds to capital projects included in budgets approved by the Board.
• Annually establish and maintain a Board-approved plan for senior management development and 

succession.
• Ensure the proactive development and implementation of the Annual Service Plan.
• Ensure the Corporation’s employees and assets are adequately safeguarded.
• Manage and oversee the required interfaces between the Corporation and the Government and act as a 

primary spokesperson for the Corporation.
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Key Attributes and Experience
The following are essential characteristics of Royal BC Museum’s CEO:
• Successful record as a respected and authentic people leader that inspires, catalyzes and nurtures talent at 

all levels within a culturally diverse and inclusive environment.
• Proven track record of success working with, and supporting, a Board of Directors in an environment of 

leading-edge governance structures and practices.
• Deep understanding of Indigenous history and culture within British Columbia and accompanying 

commitment to the goals and objectives set out in the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, 
the BC Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples Act and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s 
Calls to Action.

• Deep understanding of and capacity to implement DRIPA and repatriation initiatives.
• Lived experience within an equity seeking group.
• An expert communicator with proven team building, relationship, and delegation skills.
• High emotional intelligence, cultural competence, passion, and curiosity.
• Experience with organizational transformation, culture change and leadership in creating a respectful and 

engaged workplace; ability to work with the diverse skills and perspectives of Royal BC Museum’s workforce.
• Experience with large-scale, complex project delivery.
• Strong fundraising and government relations experience; ability to secure commitments of participation or 

donation from individuals or corporate donors.
• Experience liaising with various government entities.
• Direct experience with broad community engagement; ability to distill diverse perspectives and opinions 

into respectful plans and actions.

Other desirable qualities include:
• Adaptable and innovative – capacity for “the next few digital revolutions”.
• An understanding of the role of the Museum within society and an enthusiasm for the Museum’s ability to 

educate and inspire.
• An appreciation of the history of and an empathetic understanding of the sacred objects held in Royal BC 

Museum’s collections.
• Direct experience or understanding of how a Crown organization functions within Government.
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The Community
The role is in the coastal community of Victoria, British Columbia – BC’s capital city and one of Canada’s most 
sought-after cities to live in. The city is tied closely to both land and sea and the many stories that lie within. 
Victoria is the 15th most populous  Canadian metropolitan  city and its tight-knit, cozy feel is an attraction  for 
people  all over the world . From Indigenous  history  to Asian traditions , and the landmarks , culture , cuisine , 
festivals, and vibrant atmosphere that come with them, Victoria is one of the world’s favourite destinations.

Victoria  is also  known  as the “Garden  City” for its year -round  warm  temperatures  and usually  snow -free 
climate. Victoria offers a positive working experience, great accessibility and a wide range of job opportunities. 
Add in a beautiful  surrounding  natural  environment , warm summers , mild winters  and a high quality  of life 
and it’s no surprise people from around the world choose to call Victoria home.

As the southernmost  major city in Western Canada, it is central to many other exciting destinations  including 
Vancouver , Seattle  and Port Angeles , Washington . The surrounding  area encompasses  unceded  traditional 
territories  of the Coast Salish Peoples including  the Songhees  and Esquimalt  Nations. Other important  Coast 
Salish communities  in the Southeastern  Vancouver  Island area include  Tsartlip , Tseycum , Pauquachin , Scia’
new, Tsawout and T’Sou-ke Nations. North of Victoria, around the city now known as Duncan, you’ll find the 
traditional territories of the Cowichan Tribes. 
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To Apply
This is an exciting leadership role that offers the unique opportunity to reimagine, renew, and rebuild this 
iconic organization. For more details, please contact:

Joy Beshie  • Consultant
Leaders International
1 Rideau St. Suite 700
Ottawa, Ontario
Telephone: 613-296-2315
joy@leadersinternational.com

Leaders International specializes in the recruitment of Board of Directors, leadership succession 
and executive level positions. Our global network, Penrhyn International, is a world leader in the 
executive recruitment industry, with more than 47 offices in over 25 countries on 5 continents.

Laurie Sterritt • Partner
Leaders International
880-609 Granville Street 
Vancouver, British Columbia 
Telephone : 778-838-4569
laurie@leadersinternational.com

To apply, please submit a PDF Cover Letter and Resume directly to Leaders International outlining your inter-
est, qualifications and experience. 




